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As electronics continue to shrink in this technological world and approach nanoscale dimensions, 
requisite devices continually grow in complexity often resulting in 3D architectures, 
multifunctional composites, and other intricate material stacks. This reduction in size often leads 
to new interesting phenomena, such as quantum confinement effects in electronics or strong 
localization of light in nanophotonics, which can potentially enable new technological 
advancements in many applications. Realization of novel device structures that exploit these 
effects often requires integration of scalable thin films of various electronic materials onto 
nanostructures. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a relatively new, but powerful, technique to 
produce a wide variety of thin film materials including oxides, nitrides, and metals for use in 
numerous applications. The sequential, self-limiting reactions that define ALD enable excellent 
conformality on high-aspect ratio structures, angstrom level thickness control, and tunable film 
compositions with large scale uniformity. Additionally, ALD is conducted at low growth 
temperatures (Tg) which allows for integration of dissimilar materials or soft materials as well as 
access new regions of phase diagrams in complex systems (i.e. metastable phases, miscibility 
gaps, etc) not possible with other methods. While the low Tg of ALD traditionally yields 
amorphous films, many emerging applications would benefit from an ability to incorporate thin, 
conformal crystalline materials. Therefore, we have started to explore strategies, such as plasma-
enhanced ALD processes, that further expand the usefulness of this deposition method to a wider 
array of applications. Here, we will focus on the advantages and limitations of ALD processes 
through several case studies to show how this simple deposition technique can revolutionize thin 
film materials research and devices. 
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